


Scientific 
Classification

s Scientists group organisms based on 
how they are alike and how they are 
different.

s Owls, sparrows, and parrots are in 
the same group because they all 
have feathers.

s Even though snakes and worms 
appear similar, they are different 
groups.



Scientific 
Classification

s Some characteristics, like feathers, are 
visible and obvious.

s Some, like backbones, are less visible.

s Even when things look very different on 
the outside, we see lots of similarities on 
the inside.

s In fact, the further inside we look, the 
more all living creatures have in common.

s The similarities point to the same 
Designer.



Scientific Classification

s Scientists called taxonomists group organisms 
based on their shared characteristics.

s This branch of science is called taxonomy.

s For example, trout and dolphins 
both swim, but they are different 
on a more fundamental level.

s As you will learn, a dolphin is a 
mammal, while a trout is a fish.



Levels of Classification

s When living things are classified, it is 
easier for scientists to study them and 
to see relationships.

s Sometimes scientists disagree on how 
to classify organisms.

s Sometimes scientists will change the 
classification of organisms.



Levels of 
Classification



Levels of Classification
Important Terms

s The genus is a subgroup of the family.

s A genus is divided into smaller groups, each of which 
is called a species.

s Members of a species share many characteristics 
and are able to 
interbreed.



Binominal Nomenclature

s Carolus Linnaeus, a scientist who lived 
in 1700s, developed a two-part 
naming system to classify organisms.

s His system of classification is called 
binomial nomenclature. 

s This system uses a two part name to describe an 
organism.

s This two part name is called the scientific name.



Binominal Nomenclature

s The first part of the scientific name is the genus 
name. 

s The second part is the specie is name.

s The scientific name for house cat is Felis catus.

s Every organism that 
scientists have 
identified and classified 
has a unique name.



Binominal Nomenclature

s When writing a scientific name, the genus name is 
capitalized and the species name is lowercased.

s When handwriting a scientific name, both names are 
underlined.

s When typing both 
names are written in 
italics with no 
underlining.



Binominal Nomenclature

s There are two major advantages to using binomial 
nomenclature.

s One advantage is that the scientific name is specific 
and unique.

s Another advantage is that the 
scientific name does not change 
from one language to another. 



Binominal Nomenclature

s Scientists use binominal 
nomenclature to describe 
specific species so they can 
accurately communicate 
with scientists everywhere in the world.

s Scientists avoid using common names for several 
reasons.

s Some species have more than one common name.

s Using the scientific name clearly refers to only one 
species. 



Classification in the Bible

s In the Bible, Genesis talks about the “kinds” of 
animals.

s Linnaeus tried to determine what was meant by 
kind.

s He thought that kind 
referred to a species and 
that the animals on Earth 
today are the same as the 
animals originally created 
by God.



Classification in the Bible

s As some scientists noticed how many things living 
creatures have in common, they suggested a 
different theory to explain these similarities.

s Instead of recognizing that God has created animals 
with these common characteristics, they suggested 
that organisms with common 
characteristics had evolved 
from a common ancestor 
sometime in the distant past.

s This theory is called evolution.



Classification in the Bible

s As technology advanced, allowing scientists to study 
life at the molecular level, they found even more 
common characteristics, such as DNA.

s As evolutionary scientists 
began classifying organisms 
according to what they 
believed their evolutionary 
history to be, the classification 
system was revised to include 
the three Domains.


